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Right, Monterey Bay kayaking guide Lori Csencsits
waved in San Jose State University senior Binh Cheung
and his guide, Josh Mendenhall, after a three-hour
tour of the Monterey Bay.

By Karen Kabiling
DA111" SWF WRITER

Bottom, Csencsits gave instructions on how to
adjust the footrests on an ocean kayak Saturday
morning. Six people attended the trip hosted by
SJSU’s Associated Students Campus Recreation.

Music has a way of bringing people
together.
This was evident at the World Music Conference, hosted by the department of music
and dance Saturday in the Engineering
building auditorium.
The event was hosted by the Society for
Et hnomusicology’s Northern California
chapter, which held its annual meeting at
San Jose State University, said Julian Gerstin, the coordinator for the event.
"It’s (the Society for Ethnomusicology)
people who study music of various cultures
from around the world," said Gerstin, a lecturer in the music and dance department
and a longtime member of the organization.
"It’s a chance for people to share ideas and
report on what they’ve been working on."
Gerstin said this was the first time the
conference was held at SJSU.
For the past few years, the event was held
at UC Berkeley, but Gerstin said he wanted
to make a change by bringing the tradition to
San Jose.
The day was filled with a mixture of musical lectures and demonstrations.
Graduate students from UC Berkeley and
UCLA had the opportunity to present and
receive feedback on their papers about various aspects of music during the conference.
Gigi "Gee" Rabe said she has attended a
few of the conferences because she has
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Workshop seeks to discuss Greek life, issues
Karen Kabiling
1)%111" S141-1- WRIII

"rhe lnterfraternity and Panhellenic
Councils are scheduled to host a workshop to educate new members about
Greek life today at 6 p.m. in the
Umunhum room of the Student Union.
Gus Pries, the IFC events chairman,
said the Greek Awareness Program is
held every semester to educate its new
members about the conduct and expectations, hazing, time management, alcohol
and drug awareness and University Police
Department safety tips.
"It’s really for our new members," said
Pries, a Sigma Pi Fraternity member. "We
talk about Greek life and what they’re
getting into."
Pries said the IFC consists of all the fraternities that elect committee members.
"We work together with the Panhel-

lenic Council on many events, including
Monday’s workshop," he said.
Cecilia Calderon, vice president of the
Panhellenic Council, said one of the purposes of the workshop is to enhance leadership skills and to review rules and regulations.
The workshop welcomes all chapter
members, and new members of the Greek
system are required to attend the workshop, said Calderon, a Kappa Delta sorority member.
"It promotes being Greek and how to
work together," she said.
Both Pries and Calderon said they
worked on putting the workshop together.
The president of the IFC and the Panhellenic Council are scheduled to speak
about the conduct and expectations of
Greek members, Calderon said.
She also said they invited the Preventive Education Prorrint to vivo pro,on

tation dealing with the clangers of alcohol
and drugs, such as date-raix. drugs and
ecstasy.
Pries said he will give a presentation
about drug awareness through an interactive CD-ROM called "Alcohol 101."
"It’s a really good interactive program
that basically covers different scenarios.
such as drunk driving and date rape."
Pries said.
Jane Boyd, the coordinator for the
REACH Program, is scheduled to give a
presentation about time management,
and how to overcome procrastination,
Calderon said.
The Re-Entry and Commuter Help
Program offers support for students looking for self impmvement through education.
The main focus of the workshop is safety and awareness.
"Overall l’PD helps thi. Grocit svsteni

in a variety of way,, Prics said.
The IFC and the Panhellenic Council
work with the UPD committee service
officers on various events, including Monday’s workshop, he said.
Pries said UPD was invited to talk
about safety and precautionary tips on
campus life.
Andersen Herrera, a Sigma Nu Fraternity member, said the worluthop benefits
fraternity and sorority members.
"All our new members have to go," he
said. "They go every semester."
Emilio Cervantes, a Theta Chi fraternity member, said the workshop is a good
way to get insight on fraternity life.
"I believe it’s a very good program,"
said Cervantes.
Cervantes said he won’t be able to
attend Monday’s workshop, but he said he
encourages current members to attend the
workshop to refresh their understanding.
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Choir fest
educates,
inspires
By Julian J. Ramos

D1111 MAU WRITER
The 31st annual Invitational Choir Festival in the Concert Hall of the San Jose
State University Music building Friday
was like a homecoming for Gail Birdsong.
Birdsong was a Choralier under the
direction of Charlene Archibeque at SJSU
for five years in the late 1980s.
"I started sweating when I stepped
inside this building," Birdsong said. "It’s
like going back to your parents’ house."
She came back to her alma mater directing her own choir, the Skyline High School
Royal Blue Ensemble from Idaho Falls,
Idaho.
The Skyline Ensemble was among the
seven high-school choirs at the festival.
Archibeque said this year’s festival featured some of the highest caliber choirs
that she can remember in the past 15
years
Among those cheering on the Skyline
See CHO R. Page 6

Engineering open house welcomes students
By Karen Kabiling
DAIIY

ft

The College of Engineering welcomed high school and middle
school students to its open house
Friday.
The engineering department’s
goal was to showcase what it has
to offer and give the students an
opportunity to get ahead of the
game through a variety of activities.
Jeopardy was or.e of them.
The contest was played like the
television version with categories
such as Math and Chemistry,
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Engineering and Computers, Biology and Natural Science and
Physics.
Jeanne Linsdell, a professor in
the computer, information and systems engineering department, said
she has coordinated the Jeopardy
contest for the Engineering Open
House for the past nine years.
Rod Davidson said he was
impressed by the intellect of the
high school students.
"If I had the knowledge these
kids had when I started college, it
would be a lot easier," said Davidson, an electrical engineering major
and one of the hosts ofJeopardy.

Nine high school teams, consisting of three members each, from
around the Bay Area participated
in the event.
Kevin Freeman, a junior majoring in aviation, hosted the third
and final round of Jeopardy and
asked, "What are the byproducts of
combustion?" (Answer: carbon
dioxide and water.)
Both Dixon High School and
California High School answered
the final Jeopardy question correctly, but Dixon High took first
place by $101.
They won a Future Power All In -One computer for their school.

And the top nine final contestants
each won a Hewlett-Packard engineering calculator.
Linsdell said this was the first
year that one of the teacher assistants, not the school, provided th,
prizes for the contest.
see
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Zac Garman, a civil engineering major, cooks for hundreds of students from around
the Bay Area who came to the
Engineering building during a
three-day open house.

David Bitton / Daily Sta
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Stanford’s mascot is definitely not a winner

Editorial
San Jose fails with
Mardi Gras festival
Gras was made famous in New
Orleans, as a festival of music,
abandon and revelry before the
solemnity of Lent, when Christians are supposed to fast and pray for 40 days leading
up to Easter.
For some reason, however, New Orleans
seems to be the only place in the country
the rest of the
able to pull off the festival
country just screws it up.
Philadelphia, for example, had 119 people arrested and charged during its Mardi
Gras celebration.
The revelers looted stores, smashed car
windows and fought with police on horseback.
New Orleans packed more than a million
visitors into its streets for a peaceful party.
Riots broke out in Seattle, causing police
dressed in riot gear to fire tear gas and rubber bullets into the crowd of about 4,000
people.
Crowds of the drunken festivalgoers
overturned cars, smashed storefront windows and charged fellow festivalgoers at
random, according to a Feb. 28 Reuters
news article.
New Orleans didn’t seem to have a problem.
Festivities in Austin, Texas, were cancelled after a weekend incident that left 35
people arrested and 30 people injured.
Finally, closer to home, at the Post Street
Mardi Gras celebration in San Jose, fights
reportedly broke out when women began
exposing their breasts at the prompting of
the crowd.
According to Sgt. Steve Dixon of the San
Jose Police Department, men soon began
grabbing other women and forcibly lifted
their shirts.
Then the fighting started.
People pushed and shoved one another,
fistfights broke out and rocks and bottles
were thrown.
Thankfully, nobody was arrested and
only four minor injuries were reported.
New Orleans had a Mardi Gras party on
a much grander scale and kept things under
control.
There’s a fine line between having a good
time and being out of control.
Some people outside of New Orleans
crossed that line.
Mardi Gras was originally a time for revelry in preparation for prayer and fasting.
Even though times have changed, there
are still certain standards involved.
It’s not an excuse to get drunk and fight
with strangers.
It’s not an excuse to riot and break store
windows.
And it’s not an excuse to fondle women.
If one million people in New Orleans can
keep things peaceful, why can’t 8,000 people
in San Jose?
Mardi

Recently, I’ve been covering Stanford basketball and baseball for a
local paper in the area.
I must admit, it is quite strange to be
covering what is considered a rival
school.
And it’s quite amusing.
You know, all I’ve ever seen of the
Cardinal is in a few football games
where San Jose State University has
done something rare called winning.
But other than that, there are other
freak-show items that the Cardinal has
yet to show to us schmucks at San Jose
State University.
Like for instance, the mascot.
No, it isn’t the freak carrying that
building-sized flag that could be a
beach towel for an entire football team.
But close.
Nothing could have prepared me for
the horror of what a pep team can do
with a symbol of the school, which for
Stzmford is a tall tree that could be a
Christmas tree for all I know.
But when my eyes first gazed upon
the Skank Tree of Stanford, I knew I
had a column idea.
The pep team has a guy dressed up
with some ’70s burgundy pants dancing
the cancan in a tree outfit with big red
lips, eyeliner and one of those hats from
"Gilligan’s Island" on top.
I was surprised I didn’t see someone
from a nature conservation group

this

deriding

ing from the pressure.
Getting back on the subject, I hope
SJSU doesn’t try to copycat anything
else Stanford’s sidelines have to offer.
Every male member of Stanford’s
pep squad looks like a stoner. That’s
pretty pathetic, since male cheerleaders
are a species ranking alongside Liberace and zooplankton in masculinity.
Worse, a few of them had hairy faces
rivaling Chewbacca from "Star Wars"
and the Gilligan hat on, adding to that
"High Times" magazine look.
Speaking of those Gilligan hats, I
kept expecting the movie star, the professor and Mary Ann to show up with
the millionaires and their wives in
attendance, but that didn’t happen.
I did get a whiff of weed when I left
the place though, so Bob Denver must
have been somewhere in the joint.
I didn’t see the cheerleaders, but I
don’t think they matter when you have
freaks like that on the court trying to
steal the attention away from the
nation’s No. 1 college basketball team.
Hey, isn’t that what counts most? A
winning, successful product on the
court and not a bunch of wannabe acrobats and freaks doing on -the -court
hijinks and public-address guys doing
raffle announcements?
Nah, the sports team is secondary to
all that nowadays. As attendees and
fans, we aren’t supposed to pay atten-

Mother
thought a tree

mockery

of

Nature. After all, I never
could look like an ugly hooker.
Who, aside from mascara-by-the-gallon Tammy Faye Bakker and Bob Den-

ver, the spliff-smoking actor who portrayed Gilligan, could come up with a

monstrosity?
Christ, I hope SJSU doesn’t try to
top this. After all, we have the giant
inflatable Spartan that looks like the
Bob’s Big Boy statue auditioning for the
lead role in "Gladiator."
Not to say getting hot air pumped
into your heel is a macho thing.
Also, the Spartan mascot looks like
he’s going to commit suicide. During the
football game against Fresno State, I
swear the mascot was going to slit his
throat with his sword.
Since then, Spartacus, or whatever
they call this thing, has been seen at
Spartan basketball games. He’s still
pumped, but I wonder about him deflat-
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Student Union For more information. call
Catherme Germano at (5101501-8367
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Catholic Campus Miniotry
Youth for Chruit, 7 30 p m to 9 p m m
the Guadalupe room. located in the Student
Union For more mformetion, call Sister Mar
cia

5 30 p m et the Campus Ministry Chapel.

Today

located at 300 S 10th St For niore infor

Clark Library

mation. call R Wharton at 605-1687

Book giveaway Thousands of duplicate
library books for free. by appouitment at
&1St’ Senter Road storage facility, located at
1875 Sento, Road. Building B For more
informatIMI. call Celia Bakke at 924-2715

Nurses Christian Fellowehip
Support group/ineetaig, II a ni in the
Montalvo room. locateal in the Student
Union For more information. call Diane Ste
meir at 279.6385

Catholic Campus Miniatry
Leopard Circle African Music Society
Learn African and Caribbean drums and

Carlos streets For more information. call Sui

songs. 4 p m to 7 p m in the MUSIC

ter Marcia at 938.1610

Room 186 For more information, call Julian
Gerstin at 924-4660

Free not ntion

counwling at the SJSU
sessions

Sport Club -- Confidential half-hour

Alliance

We want yoo to be a pert educator For
more information. call the Health building
at 924-6136

Meetuig/discusinon, 5 p m in the
roatanoan room, located in the Student
Union For more information, call Sharma et
938-0803

Nurses Clarietian Fellow/N[0p
Support group/meeting. 2 p m in the

Meeting, noon to 1 p rn in the Pacifica
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Stemeir at 279.6385

information, call Javette Robinson st 924-

Chicano Studies Mural Art Project
Weekly nieetings svill be held in the
beautifying of the Chicano Studies depart

LingulMics and Language Development
Students Association ILLDSA)
Meeting, 1 p in in the Pacheco room,

and fitness fair. 12 30 p m to 1 30 p m in the
1/nion For inore mformation, call Jenn Ives
at 267-0592 or 267-0550

located in Uchida Hall For more informa

information, call David Kaufman at 266-

tion, call A lllll ca

tion, cell Shoshanah at 924-6118
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Associated Studenta

MEChA Rasa Day Committee
Everybody se welcome to our meetings to

httplischolarships sou edu For more infer.

contribute ideas to a succeseful Raze Day for

motion, call Mena Murphy at 924-6240

high school recruitment, college and career
workshops, speskers and entertainment.

Meditation -

guided and instructional

- All meditators weirrusie 4 in p ni tn

2 30

Recreation and Leimure Department
Relaxation station - health, wellness

ment Everybody IN welcome to help design,
coordinate and produce this project. 4 30

located an the Student (Triton For more
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Loma Prieta room, located in the Student

at 924-5760
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Marketing Amociation
Shirley Manan from Southwest Airlines
and Tony Pearson fmni Agilent Technologies
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tion to the sports team and the colors
they wear in fact, I saw a person in a
blue Stanford shirt to verify another
columnist’s complaint about fan knowledge a few weeks back.
But sometimes, I find myself thinking,"Man, I wish SJSU had one of those
mini-blimps like the Sharks have. That
would be cool. Forget making the
National Invitational Tournament or a
bowl game, let alone a competitive team
on the floor, get me one of those to
entertain me during halftime."
Yeah right.
As for them folks at Skankford, I
hope they do themselves a favor and get
some self-respect. They should find out
who can make them an inflatable tree.
Or better yet, uproot one of those trees
on their campus and have the flag guy
tow that sucker around.
Better still, why don’t they contact
us about our dilapidated trees outside
Tower Hall? Those emaciated hunks of
wood are truly inspiring.
Those trees are even more inspirational when a team has to win an
NCAA championship to avoid having
the word "choke" describe its season.

D.S. Perez is a Spartan
Daily Senior Staff Writer
"Born Under A Bad Sign"
appears Mondays.

The fine print with
cell phone contracts
Ireally should take my foot
out of my mouth. See, this
always happens well, OK,
not always, but occasionally I
end up looking like a hypocrite.
So what is it that has me eating my words? Cell phones.
Now, before I begin to unravel
my quirks and praises of these
things, I’ll say this: I still hate
cell phones far more than I like
them, yet I can sometimes relate
to those people who can’t imagine an existence without one.
According to the Cellular
Telecommunications & Internet
Association, there are more than
97 million wireless users in
America. That’s about one-third
of Aznerica’s population, which
the U.S, Census Bureau has estimated to be a little more than
281 million as of last April.
Although it took me some
time to realize that it’d be a good
time to buy a phone, I didn’t
become a statistic until this past
December.
Seeing that I’d be spending
most of my waking hours at
school and places other than
home this semester, my family
and I thought it’d be a good idea
to have me join the wireless loop.
And, for some reason, when I
held that phone in my hand I felt
important.
I felt I was finally a part of
some elite group of people everyone wanted to contact.
Unfortunately, no one calls
me.
Oh, and if and when people do
get a hold of me, it’s not as if I’m
able to chat with them for very
I’m usually surrounded
long
by weak signals that eventually
cut the conversation short.
When I decided to call my
provider and ask the employees
just what kind of business they
thought they were running, a
customer service representative
informed me that the small,
small print on my contract stated the company could never
guarantee that its customers
would receive service.
Well, golly, had I known this
before I might have rethought
my decision to purchase this convenient, yet often worthless, gadget.
Certainly this information
could have prevented me from
looking like a fool when work related phone calls abruptly
ended. Or when I lost the signal
while a distraught friend was in

the middle of a passionate diatribe.

Had I known that such
shenanigans would only contribute to stress, I’d have politely
told the commission-hungry high
school kid who sold my Dad the
phone, "’Thanks, but no thanks,"
and possibly suggest that he find
himself another job where he
didn’t have to lie to his customers in order to earn a quick
buck.
So screw you very much, Pac
Bell, and may you burn in Cingular hell.
Hmm, maybe I’m being unfair.
Besides, I have reaped some benefits from my cell phone.
For instance, if I didn’t have a
cell in San Francisco on New
Year’s Eve, my poor cousins
would’ve brought in 2001 at the
BART station.
Furthermore, on my way to
Davis, Calif , I wouldn’t have
been able to extend my circle of
friends to fellow freeway drivers.
That was temporary of course,
but fun nonetheless.
So consider this to be a warning.
Some people may actually
have need for a phone at all
times, let’s say Wall Street stockbrokers. But in all honesty, how
many of those people do you see
walking around the streets of
Silicon Valley?
The problem is, some people
simply believe they’re in need of
a phone. So to them I say: Find
something else to spend your
money on, like an answering
machine.
People will leave a message.
You’ll call them back. And, you’ll
still manage to stay connected.
Simple as that.
But most importantly, you’ll
be investing in something that is
guaranteed to work.

Minal Gandhi is the Spartan
Daily Opinion Editor.
"Unravel" appears Mondays.
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Hollywood
prepares
for vote on
condoms

OPEN HOUSE: Younger students get interactive tour of SJSUs.College of Engineering
continued from Page 1
"I used to always ask all the
questions, but now they (games)
are hosted by students," Linsdell
said.
By allowing students to be
hosts, Linsdell said she thought it
would make the contest more
exciting.
The Jeopardy contest was one
way to spark the students’ interests.
"Once a semester, we try to
attract high -quality students
from the Bay Area to the College
of Engineering," said David Parent, a professor in the electrical
engineering department.
The open house showcases the
different disciplines and fields
offered by the college, Parent
said.
He said most students don’t
know the wide variety that the
engineering department offers.
"The open house gives them a
chance to make an informed decision," Parent said. "There are
wide varieties from materials
engineering to chemical engineering."
Parent said the one thing that
set,s San Jose State University’s
College of Engineering apart
from the rest is a hands-on experience from the open labs offering
student club demonstrations.
Rajab Elali presented the
"NATCAR," a self-guided automobile, a team senior project of three
electrical engineering majors: Kin
Ho Chan, Huizhen Yao and
Hounien Chen.
Elali, a senior in electrical
engineering, said the project
operates with optical sensors.
The remoteless race car operates with light, and once placed
on the track, the vehicle moves on
its own.
One of the aspects of the NATCAR is its sensing unit, the photosensor, which detects the position of the race car on its course,
Elali said.
"This (project) shows whatever
you learn in school, you can apply
it in real life," Elali said.
SJSU’s NATCAR prototype
has been entered in a national
NATCAR race in May, said
Michael Pingue.
Pingue, vice chair for the Institute of Electrical and Electronic

141,1,1 Bition Daily Staff
Students from North County High School in Castroville, Calif., ask Leonard Hixson, far right, an industrial technology major, about
a go-kart built by students at San Jose State University. Students from around the Bay Area visited the Engineering building during a
three-day open house that ended Friday.
Engineers, said each student is
designated a project that presents a different principle offered
by the college.
The reason why the inventors
didn’t present the projects was
because many had already graduated, and were unable to attend
the open house. Pingue said.
"The students that presented
the senior projects have a good
grasp on the different disciplines
from the electrical engineering
curriculum," Pingue said.
"This common understanding
allows the presenters to explain
the project with ease and on different levels (for different ages)."
Pingue said he has helped organize events for the department.

The Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineering is a professional society of engineering.
Student members at San Jose
State have the tasks of bringing
industry leaders to campus to
benefit electrical engineers, as
well as other engineers who are
willing to listen in the weekly
Wednesday meeting, Pingue said.
And that’s not all the department offers.
Ping Hsu, a professor in the
electrical engineering department,
said his department offers full
scholarships covering tuition and
fees and campus housing for SJSU
student California residents.
The scholarships are funded
from major high-techaqrsjaanies
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in the Silicon Valley, Hsu said.
Hsu said.
"Our program is the largest in
Jun Chen, a mechanical engiNorthern California and is neering graduate student, prerecently ranked 12th best non- sented an inverted pendulum
Ph.D. Electrical Engineering pro- called the "Circus Juggler-balancgram by U.S. News and World ing device."
Report," Hsu said.
It is a vibration isolator/stabiThe companies do much more lizer that acts as a control system
than fund scholarships, he said
to keep things steady, Chen said.
NEC sponsored a demonstra"If you add a disturbance to
tion about a Roborace, an the system, it would keep it balautonomous, remote-free robot, at anced upright," he said.
the open house.
Rosalinda Navarrette, a stuThe Robocar had an eight-bit dent from Francisco Middle
microcontroller with optical colli- School in San Francisco, said she
sion detection, allowing the vehi- enjoyed the open house events
cle to run through a maze inde- and demonstrations.
pendently.
"It looks fun," she said. "I’d
"They (company sponsorship) probably be interested in being
save us a lot of time and effort," an engineer."

LOS ANGELES (AP) A law
making condom use mandatory
would hardly be practical, so residents of West Hollywood are about
to vote on the next-best thing an
ordinance requiring bars and clubs
to hand out free condoms to
patrons.
Measure A on Tuesday’s ballot
would make it mandatory for any
business deriving more than half
of its revenue from liquor sales to
provide condoms and safe-sex literature to customers. The city would
have to provide the businesses
with at least 500,000 free condoms
a year.
The City Council recently voted
3-0, with one abstention, to oppose
the measure, which would affect
about 150 establishments.
Opinions on the measure are
fiercely divided in the city of two
square miles, nestled next to Beverly Hills and famed for the Sunset
Strip, a swinging nightlife and a
heavily gay population.
Not that anyone in town opposes condom use.
"The reality is there are condoms available throughout the city.
The problem is people aren’t using
them," Mayor pro tem John Heilman said. "Our experience is that
mandates don’t work when you’re
trying to change people’s behavior."
The city has a voluntary condom distribution program, which
was strengthened last year after
complaints that it was failing to
meet goals. In years past, fewer
than 100,000 condoms were distributed annually to bars and
clubs; under new guidelines that
number should top 350,000.
That’s not good enough for officials with the AIDS Healthcare
Foundation, which collected
enough voters’ signatures to put
Measure A on the ballot.
"People come to West Hollywood
to have a good time. That good time
often results in meeting someone,
and they often go home and have
sex," Kenslea said. "We believe that
that condom could prevent an
AIDS case, an unwanted Rregnan,.. cy rot:. a sexually transmitted disease."
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Rusedski captures Sybase
title by upsetting Agassi

David Royal Da

MO

Great Britain’s Greg Rusedski rejoiced after upsetting No. 1 -seed Andre Agassi in the finals of the Sybase Open at the San Jose Arena on Sunday. The final
score was 6-3, 6-4.

By Clarissa Aljentera
DAILY STAFF EDITOR
From Greg Rusedski’s first ace to the
match point, the Great Britain native
had a hunch that Sunday would be his
day.
Rusedski upset No. 1 -seed Andre
Agassi 6-3, 6-4 en route to his first
Sybase Open Championship, at the San
Jose Arena.
Rusedski, the eighth-seeded player
was feeling the groove from game
preparation until the end and knew
that he could run away with the championship.
"Today was going to be my day," said
the left-hander. "I was feeling confident
about the match."
Rusedski defeated Agassi in straight
sets, which made the 2001 Australian
Open Champion think twice about his
game.
"I played a tentative game in the
first set," Agassi said. "He played a
great game in the second set."
Agassi, who was the Sybase Open
champion in 1990, 1994, 1995 and
1998. bowed out of last year’s tournament because of a lower-back strain
after the 2000 Australian Open.
But the 27-year-old’s win didn’t come
easy. The crowd of 7,786 heavily
favored Agassi from the beginning,
cheering him on as he stepped foot on
the court and after Agassi had won a
game.
History, however, was on Rusedski’s
side.
The last time both players met was
in the 1997 Sybase Open semifinals
when Rusedski defeated Agassi in
straight sets 6-3, 6-4.

Rusedski, who won his last title
more than 18 months ago, played Pete
Sampras in his last Sybase final in
1997 but retired early in that match
because he had injured his wrist. Coming into Sunday’s match, he had
already promised tournament director
Barry MacCay that he wouldn’t
default.
Rusedski advanced to the finals Saturday after he defeated Xavier Malisse
5-7, 6-3, 5-1.
Agassi, who had suffered his first
loss in 11 matches, advanced through
the tournament after he defeated sixth seeded Jan-Michael Gambill in straight
sets 6-4, 6-4 in the semifinal round Saturday.
But Agassi, whose latest tournament
win was the Australian Open on Jan.
28, had a tough time interpreting
Rusedski’s serves.
Rusedski, who had 13 aces against
Agassi, juggled and shuffled the serves
on purpose, comparing it to a pitcher’s
job in baseball.
"Andre likes it when it when he gets
a beat on the serve," Rusedski said.
"Once Andre gets a rhythm and gets
onto your serve, you get into trouble.
But if you can make him feel uncomfortable, that way you know you can get
a few breaks here and there."
Rusedski, whose fastest serve
reached 139 mph, whipped past Agassi
in the championship game.
Rusedski hit three aces in a row to
throw Agassi off balance before the
final match point.
Agassi, who only earned two points
from Rusedski’s first serves and 10
points from his second serves, couldn’t
hit a break point all game.

"I never really found my range out
there and part of the reason was the
way he was playing," Agassi said. "I
couldn’t get onto his serve and wasn’t
able to make the match competitive."
It was more than the serves that
contributed to Rusedski’s win.
Each time Agassi came out ahead
after a game, the crowd loudly cheered
him on, but Rusedski used that to his
advantage and tried to show the crowd
that he could come out with a strong
win instead of the U.S. favorite.
"I knew I had to keep the crowd out
of it, because Andre’s a big favorite
here," Rusedski said. "After the second
break in the first set, I just kept attacking him. The way I was serving, I felt I
was in command."
Rusedski, whose last Association of
Tennis Professionals title was in Vienna, Austria in October 1999, said he
had confidence going into the match
after having watched Agassi’s earlier
matches.
He also regained confidence in his
own game.
"Last year was looking miserable
and my tennis career was almost nonexistent," Rusedski said. "I feel that I’m
a force in the game of tennis again and
can beat anyone in the world."

Also ...
In doubles finals, the fourth-seeded
duo of Mark Knowles and Brian Macphie defeated Jan -Michael Gambill
and Jonathan Stark 6-3, 7-6 (4).
Daily Staff Writer George Moore
contributed to this report.

Rogelstad pitches shutout, Spartans defeat Rainbows 7-0
By Julian J. Ramos
DAILY SlAFF WRITER

Jeremy Rogelstad, in his first
complete game in two seasons,
shut out the University of
Hawai’i on Saturday in a 7-0 win
for San Jose State University.
Saturday’s Score

HAWAII RAINBOWS
7

SPARTANS
Tuesday- S3SU vs. Santa Ciara

7

p.m.

The 6-fixa-7-inch pitcher, who
missed a season -and -a-half
because of a foot injury. evened
his record ()) I 1 re, t 11, season
"It feels good to get back out
there," Rogelstad said. "I enjoy
every chance."
Rogelstad, matched the No. 39
on the back of his jersey. Three
times he posted the number nine
in his line.
He pitched nine innings,
struck out nine batters and gave
up nine hits.
The Spartans (10-6-1 overall),
behind Rogelstad’s pitching, completed a sweep of the Rainbows (711 overall). With the victory, SJSU
improved its record to 5-3 in the
Western Athletic Conference.
Hawai’i (2-7 in the WAC ) headed back to Honolulu having
dropped six straight in the conference.
"It was a must-sweep series,"
Spartan head coach Sam Piraro
said. "It gives us a better chanc()
to compete for the WAC title."
In the previous two games of

SPARTAN BASEBALL Box
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27 7 7
TOTALS
28 - Brucker (4), Macchi (9)
38- none.

0
0
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Lopez, 2b
Drucker, cf
Ruiz, If
Macchi, rf
Adams, ss
Zwissig, dh
Montardo, dh
Fagan, lb
Frandsen, 3b
Shorsher, c
Rogelstad, p

HR - none.
SB - none.
PITCHING
Rogelstad
Time -

R ER SO i
9 9 0 0 9

IP

H

2:16, Attendance - 397

the series, the Spartans had been
able to get on the scoreboard
early and often. Saturday was no
different.
Second baseman Gabe Lopez
drew a leadoff walk from Rainbows starting pitcher Chad Ginnnetti in the bottom of the first
inning. The next batter, center
fielder Ryan Brucker smacked a
double down the right field line.
After Junior Ruiz grounded
out, right fielder Brandon Macchi’s sacrifice fly out to left field
allowed Lopez to score, giving the
Spartans a 1-0 lead.
In the bottom of the second
inning, the Spartans broke the
game open with a wild four-runinning.
Designated hitter Zack Zwissig began the frame with a single
up the middle. First baseman
John Fagan joined Zwissig on the
base paths with a walk. That’s
when things got interesting.
Third baseman Kevin Frandsen reached base when his sacrifice bunt was mishandled by
Hawai’i first baseman Danny
Kimura. The error allowed Zwissig to score from second, Fagan to
move to third and Frandsen to
advance to second.
During catcher Adam Shorsher’s at bat, a Giannetti pitch got
past catchpr Jacob Flick. allowing

aida_ _Redartzso_m
Local Edition
The Hertz Corporation will be having
an information session on March 6th
in the Student Union Umunhum
Room at 6:30 p.m. Our hiring
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Fagan to score for a 3-0 SJSU
lead.
Shorsher then reached base
after being hit by a pitch.
Rainbows head coach Carl
Furutani went to his bullpen and
inserted JSff Colenian into a
nobody-out and runners-on-thecorners situation.
Lopez became the first out of
the inning on a sacrifice bunt that
Frandsen scored on.
Shorsher moved to third on a
Brucker groundout and would
score on a Ruiz single.
In the four-run spurt, the Spartans had two hits in the inning.
"We looked more disciplined at
the plate," Lopez said. "We played
little ball."
The Spartan bats, which had
been in a funk, broke out in the
series.
Runners were able to reach
base not only on hits, but on
walks and errors.
"It’s great to have guys on
base," Frandsen said. "It gives us
a chance to score runs."
Frandsen was 3-for-3 on the
day with one RBI.
For the series, he had seven

hits in eight at bats, including
another 3-for-3 performance in
Friday’s 6-3 win.
SJSU, leading 5-0, was held
scoreless until the bottom of the
eighth innMg.
Aaron Pribble was on the
mound for the Rainbows when
the first batter of the inning, Macchi, doubled.
Shortstop
Ryan
Adams
grounded out to first base and
moved Macchi to third.
Adam Montarbo, pinch-hitting
for Zwissig, reached base on an
error by Hawai’i third baseman
Patrick Scalabrini.
Macchi scored on a balk call on
Pribble, and Montarbo advanced
to second.
After Fagan popped out, Frandsen struck again. His single to left
field brought Montarbo home to
make the Spartans lead 7-0.
The team is scheduled to host
Santa Clara University at 7 p.m.
Tuesday at Municipal Stadium.
Piraro said that it’s a great
rivalry and that bragging rights
are always at stake.
Frandsen can back him up on
that.

$22,/hour

Graphics: Production Assistant

Credit Suisse First Boston ("CSFB"). a leading global
investment-banking firm is currently looking for a production
assistant to work in its presentation department. Candidate
must be detail and deadline-oriented and able to work in a
fast-paced environment. Strong computer skills are required
in the following Office 2000 PC applications: PowerPoint.
Excel, and Word.
3pm 1 lpm. Monday
For consideration, please call
650.614.1139
or email your resume to:
danita.copeland@esfb.com.
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His brother is the manager for
the Broncos’ basketball team and
has rubbed the win against SJSU
on the basketball court in his

face.
"It’s a big game," he said. "They
got us in basketball, now we have
to get them in baseball."

Do you love kids? If you have a heart for God
and a desire to make an impact on young lives
come talk with us on March 8" and see why
you should work at
Camp Redwood
Glen.We are a
Christian
camp nestled
in the beautiful
Santa Cruz Mountains
that serves predominantly underprivileged kids.
Various positions are available: dishwasher to
Wilderness Expeditions counselor.
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ball Saturday at Memorial Stadium. Rogelstad pitched his first complete
game since May 1999 to lead the Spartans to a 7-0 victory.
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SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY - SPARTAN DAILY

FAX: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
GERONTOLOGY PROGRAM
Experienced Office Assistant
12 hrs/wk flexible. $13/hr
Apply SJSU - HR Bldg BB,
SRNiCe00-124
TELEMARKETER NEEDED P/T.
Work from home during the day.
Slav + bonuses. Can eam $20+
per hour. You’ll be calling for a
financial planning seminar. Call
Bill at 408-972-2108.
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
PART-TIME WORK w/ flex hours
Part-time or full-bme in summer.
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 15.00 base - appt
50 new openings to fill in
customer sales/service
No experience necessary
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
Call 615-1500
llam -4pm
www.workforstudents.corn/sjsu

MONDAY, MARcH 5,2001

CLASSIFIED

STAR ONE CREDIT UNION,
Sunnyvale. Be a part of the
largest Credit Union in Santa
Clara County. We are looking
for great employees who want
to join our winning team. We
offer generous compensation &
benefits, including medical. dental,
vision. life, 401k, a retirement
plan. discount employee loans
& education assistance. These
benefits are also available to
parttime employees who work
20 hours or more a week.
TELLER - Code: 122SD
Fulltime/Part-Time,
No Weekends, No Sales Quotas.
Process and balance member
transactions.
Requires HS
diploma and 6 months teller
experience or extensive cash
handling skills.
STATEMENT / SUPPORT
Code 129SD
Assist with high volume mail
processing, verifying incoming
mail deposts & loan payments
for accuracy. Post transactions
to approphate accounts. Assist
in mail distribution & metering.
Process change of address
requests and check reorders.
Must possess good working
knowledge of computers and
Microsoft Windows programs,
including Word. Good communication and customer service
skills. Desirable to have held a
similar position for at least one
year in a financial institution.
Please send resumes to
jm@starone.org or fax to 408756-2565 & include job code.

MARKETING INTERN - iD Tech
Camps, in Campbell, thru May.
20 hrs/wk. For Credit: No Pay.
Without Credit: Pay is $10/hr.
Work in super fast-paced setting. National startup seeking
organized, professional intern
with a great attitude who is willing to learn. Place ads in magaines, newspapers & online publications. Research publications,
maintain marketing database,
maintain budgets. Work on ad
fulfillment. Have fun. Flex hours.
Qualifications: Knowledge of
Word, Excel. Email applications.
Very detailed. Enjoy speaking
on phone. Energetic Marketing or
Business major. 408-626-9500
or hr@internalDrive.com.

GROOMER’S ASST / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do pnysical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train.
Great poly for dog lover. Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Call 371-9115.

CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
4th & Santa Clara Chevron. All
shifts, part-time. weekends avail.
147 E. Santa Clara St. or call
408-295-3964. ask for Ofeha.

CROCODILE CAFE Now Hiring
for Servers. Bartenders, Bussers
Hosts No expenence necessary
Apply 0 Valley Fair Mall 2-4pm
Mon -Fn or call 408-260-1100

TELEMARKETING part/full-time
Newspaper subscriptions. Hourly
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail.
5 blocks from SJSU, near It. rail.
Media Promotions, 408/494-0200.
EXPANDING CO: Meaningful
work, help dev disabled adults
live independent lives. $9+.
248.4464x10

WEEKEND JOB VIDEOTAPING
WOMEN - BE AN ANGEL
weddings. Must have car and
BE AN EGG DONOR
be available every Sat We pay
Family Fertility Center
for training. Some exp helpful. is seeking bright, responsible.
but not required 408-720-0281 non-smoking women ages 21-30
with good medical history
CENTRAU
Generous compensation
CRE41 is seeking an
1-800-939-6886
individual for PT employment as
a File Clerk. Convenient 1st St. WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
location. flexible hours. partial Local valet company in search
benefits. $12/hr Please fax or of enthusiastic and energetic
e-mail resume. 408-451-9169 individuals to work at nearby
or hr commonwealthccu.org
malls, hotels & pnvate events.
FT/PT available. We will work
DR’S OFFICE RECEPTIONIST around your busy school
M -W-F, 20-24 hours. Reliable. schedule. Must have clean
fnencfly, computer stalls. $12/hr + DMV. Lots of fun & earn $8-$15
bonus CalJenny 408-923-0309. per hour. Call 867-7275.
HELP WANTED! If you enjoy
eating ice cream & drinking
coffee and getting paid for it.
Freddie’s Ice Cream and
Desserts is Me place for you
Freddre’s located on the comer
of E San Carlos St and S. Ilth
St at 505 E San Carlos St.
Freddie is looking for qualified
people to smile, scoop. brew,
create and on occasion. when
no one else is looking. lick’
Freddie’s is a great part-time
lob, with flexible hours, a great
manager. & a fun atmosphere If
you are interested in working
here. pick up an application at
the store. Questions? e-mail us
at Freddleice 0 earthlink net
ASSISTANT
ACCOUNTING
WANTED! The Student Union.
Inc is seeking a qualified person to work in our accounting
dept The candidate must have
a vanety of basic accounting
skills such as 10 key adding.
spreadsheet development, and
word processing Must have a
minimum of 3 years experience
utilizing accounting principals
Applications are available in the
Student Union Admin Office
located on the 3rd floor of the
Student Union Building Our
office hours are 9am-5pm and
we’re open through lunch
__
INTERNET START UP
Could you use a few thousand/
month extra while you’re n school?
Can you share information with
others? Then we need you to
help launch a new Web venture
in your spare time ( you pick the
hours) No tech experience
required For info send a blank
email netlaunchequicktell com
TRAVEL the WORLD!
Cruise Ship Jobs Available
Call (800) 351.4464
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
Linty Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1-650.324.1900, M -F. 8-4 30
CRUISE SHIP JOBS,
P/Tsummer or F/T Career
Call Now (800) 351-4464
S1500 Weekly Potential
mailing our circulars. Free
information Call 202-452-5901
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or add ssssss for
informtion
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition. milder, should
carefully investigate ell firms
offering employment listings
a coupon for discount

FUN IN THE SUNI Do you like
roller coasters, concerts, baseball games & hanging out at the
beach? We may have the perfect JOB for you. Visit our staff
page at SUMMERFUN.COM
and discover the possibilities of
a sometimes challenging, always
rewarding summer experience
jason@summerfun.com or
800-645-6611.

CLUB WILD: NOW HIRING
Waitress, Barback. Bathroom
Attendants & Front Door ID Person Call 408 -286 -WILD, Iv msg
WET PAID For Your OpinionsIS
Earn S15-$125 and more
per survey!
www.money4opinions.com

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc.

COUNSELORS Gang Prevention
and After School Program Staff.
P/T Positions. 10-25 hours a
week $10-$12/hour. Call 408- REC LEADER for Pnvate School
Hiring P/T staff to work with
287-4170 ext 251 for more info
and app. Or Fax resume to 408- K -5th graders. 3pm-6pm. M -F,
$9.50412.00 per hr.
287-8025 Attn: Dept WS. See
www.girlscountsofscc.org for Fax resume to 408-871-4320
or e-mail Kimc Oharker.org
details & other Girl Scout jobs.
AA/EOE
BUILDING ATTENDANT posiOFFICE - PROGRAM ASST. tions Campbell Recreation $10+
Flexible Hours / Good Wages Flexible hours. 408-866-2741.
Contact "Kids to Camp"
DAY CAMP Leader $9.50-$11/hr
408-971-6000
kidstocamp411@hotmail.com Work w/kids ages 3-13 outdoors
Mon -Fri, 6/25-8/17. 9:30-3:30.
Must be available all 8 weeks.
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT Call for an app. 866-2771.
Located in San Jose, we are a
PRESCHOOL TEACHER’S AIDE
growing community based
nonprofit established in 1973. (Recreation Leader II) Salary:
As a multi service agency, our $11.98 to $14.56 per hour, plus
benefits. Position is 20 or 30 hrs
diverse services include
language & culturally-proficient per week based on final candimental health services. senior date’s schedule. The City of
Mountain View’s Recreation
services, youth services,
division is seeking an energetic,
a primary care health clinic
creative individual who loves to
and a domestic violence
prevention/education program. teach and wants to join a team
We are hiring for the following of great people! We are looking
for a Preschool Teacher’s Aide
FT/ PT positions:
Mental Health Counselors: who can assist the Recreation
Coordinator in teaching year
Provide direct mental health
round preschool programs.
rehabilitiation services to
Major duties include: teaching,
agency’s clients.
program
planning, supervision,
Requirements: BA/MA in
behavioral sciences or related room prep/set-up and to oversee
the
use of the facility.
field, fluent in vietnamese
Qualifications: High school! grad
a plus.
or equivalent, plus one year of
Youth Counselors:
Provide counseling assistance preschool or recreation desired.
Apply: City of Mountain. View;
to youths. Requirements:
BA/BS is behavioral sciences Employee Services Dept.; 500
Castro St. Mountainn. View, CA;
or equivalent experience.
Family Advocates Domestic (650) 903-6310 or you can
obtain a copy of the City appliViolence Program:
cation and job announcement
Provide counseling and
by going to our city’s website at:
guidance at emergency
www.ci.mtnview.ca.us. Position
shelter for battered women.
until filled: applicants are
Open
Requirements: BA/BS in
encouraged to apply early. EOE
behavioral sciences or
equivalent experience.
Volunteers Always Needed! DAY CAMP JOBS! Counselors
wanted for San Jose Day Camp
Send resumes to:
with emphasis on sports, art,
AACI
environment and multi -cultural
Human Resources
programs for girls. Mon -Fri,
2400 Moorpark Ave. #300
June - Aug, Salary + benefits.
San Jose, CA 95128
Call 287-4170 x 220.
Fax: (408) 975-2745
Email: roland acupido0 aaci.org
AQUATIC STAFF NEEDED
11 you enjoy being around the
BICYCLE MESSENGER
water
and want to be paid for it.
Part-time, Flexible hours.
then the YMCA of Santa Clara
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose. Valley has the job for you’ We
will train you to lifeguard and/or
Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose instruct swim lessons. We have
indoor and outdoor pools Some
advantages of the YMCA are.
ACUFACTS SECURITY
flexible
hours. competitive salary
Great for Students!
and great benefits. we have fullApply Online!
time & part-time positions open
& P/T.
You must be at least 16 years of
Top Pay / Benefits
age. enjoy working with people.
Call Sandy at 408-286-5880.
and have the desire to give back
www.acufacts.com
to the community. There are 8
PLANET GRANITE ROCK locabons in the Santa Clara Valley
CLIMBING Flex Schedule, PT to choose from so Call 408.
or FT Will Train Bring a resume 869-1010, Fax 408-351-6477 or
to Dave, 2901 Mead Ave Santa Email YMCAJOBOscvymca.org
TRAINING PROVIDED.
Clara 408.727-2777

For Part-Tim and
Full -Time Positions, call
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Fast placement. no fees
Office lobs in local companies FRATERNITIES SORORITIES
Students/grads/career change CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Temp/Tempto-Hore/Direct Hire
Earn $1.00042,000
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
this semester, with the easy
Phone (650) 320-9698
Campusfundraiser com
Fax (650) 320-9688
three hour fundraising event
www hallmarkpersonnel com No sales required Fundraising
dates are filling quickly,
DELIVERY DRIVERS
so call today, Contact
Party rental business Pertect
Campusfundraiser com at
for students. Eam $250 Every
(888) 923-3238 or visit
weekend Must have reliable wwwcampusfundraiser.com.
truck or van. Heavy lifting is
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Teach
required. 408-292-7876
teens & adults Company car &
COUNSELORS WANTED to training provided No expenence
work with at-risk youth between necessary Over 21. HS grad
the ages of 11-18 years in group Work when you want Pay
home setting Internship oppor. negotiable 408-971-0244
tunities available
Excellent
opportunity for students study- ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Friendly, Alert, Considerate
ing Sociology. Psychology,
Social Work or Cnminal Justice
We Train Student Friendly.
All Shifts Graveyard Bonus
focusing towards a profession in
408-247-4827
youth justice Must be 21 yrs old
and have 60 college units completed Flexible FT. PT, & Grave TEACH DRIVER TRAINING
Full or Part Time - $12/hr
shifts available $9410 50/hr
Flex hours Will train
Call 408-281-4268 for appt or
408-768-0566
fax resumes to 408-281-4288

SUMMER CAMP JOBS IN
THE SANTA CRUZ MTNSI
Counselors and Specialists
for Resident girl’s camps.
Lifeguards, food service and
maintenance staff needed.
June -Aug. Salary + bnfts
408-287-4170 x 220 or
viww girlscoutsofscc.org
SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTORS & LEADERS
Would you like to visit various
attractions this summer and
make money doing it? Then the
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley
is for you! We are looking for
energetic, fun, friendly, outgoing
individuals to lead our day camp
programs as well as specialty
camps. Must be 18 years of
age, enjoy working with kids,
have lots of energy and be a
good leader. Benefits include:
making new friends, excellent
resume resource. be a leader to
youth, have lots of fun. Training
is provided. Call 408-869-1010,
Fax 408-351-6477 or Email
YMCAJOB@scvymca.org tor
more information.
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PHN: 408-924-3277
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CARE FOR 31/2 YR OLD BOY
in Saratoga. Daily, 8am-12am
for $8 to $12 per hour Contact
Alice
408-354-1674

TEACHER FOR KIDSPARK, a
quality recreation program serving 2-12 year olds. Must enjoy
ENGLISH EXCELLENCE
leading art, games and group
Improve essays. research
activities FLEX HOURS, days. writing skills, advanced reading
NANNIES NEEDED
eves, weekends. PT/FT Team comprehension tor literature
FT to S850/week. PT to $20/hour environment Benefits available.
interpretation S50/hour
Call for more details today!
ECE units preferred. FAX
(408) 269-2436
CA Nanny Network 408-260-9125 resume to 408-260-7366. Email
ee 101 gateway net
kidsparkekidspark-centers.com,
or call for interview 408-260-7929.

EMPLOYMENT
Education/schools

TRAVEL

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
SPRING BREAK
Spec. Ed & Regular Class,
Best deals to Cancun. Cabo
$9.53- 13.53Mr. Saratoga School
PE ASSIST. 8JOR DAY CARE Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info San Lucas & Rosanto Beach.
helper needed ASAP! Worker & application. Immediate Need
Call 888-295-9669
needs to be energetic, like to
www mexicospringbreak com
work with kids in grades K-8,
YMCA
some knowledge/experience of Directors, Assistant Directors, FLY SUMMER 0 WINTER SS!
sport and the self confidence to Teachers, Aides, Rec Leaders
Europe $448 rt (+tx)
Paris, Ams, Dus, & more
take charge. Both jobs are M -F. Thinking about a career working
The PE job pays $500 per with children or teens? The 4standby.com or 800-397-1098
month & the hours are 1-3pm. YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
The Day Care job pays $12/hr hiring Center Directors, Assist. SPRING BREAK - 3 days. 3 rights
from 3-6pm. COMBINE THE Directors, Teachers, Aides, and S375 Ski/Snowboard Lake Tahoe
JOBS & also get benefits! Call Elementary After-School Recre- Complete Pacirage. Travel, Hotel,
Sandy at Sacred Heart School, ation Leaders for our After 3 Day Lift Ticket. (800) 274-7005
408-867-6221 ext. 142.
School Enrichment Centers www tahoetripsunlimited com
Programs located throughout San
DIRECTOR FOR KIDSPARK, Jose, Cupertino, Santa Clara,
a quality recreation program Los Gatos, Saratoga, Campbell.
2-12
year
olds. Evergreen, Milpitas & Berryessa.
NOW HIRING RECREATION serving
Smile Choice Dental Plan
Leaders $9-$11/hr, flex hours, Responsibilities include pro- Full & Part-Time positions avail(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
weekdays. Work with children in gram implementation, daily able - hours flexible around
year.
Save 30% - 60%. For info
the Los Gatos Saratoga Area. operations & staff development. school. Fun staff teams, great
call 1-800-655-3225 or
Contact Damon @ 408-354-8700 Requires 30+ hours/week. Must experience in working with chilwww.studentdental.com
or
meet State of CA Title 22 dren, career advancement,
www.goldenwestdental.com
LOVE KIDS...LIKE TO SWIM? Regulations. Flexible schedule excellent FT/PT benefits and
Now hiring caring teachers. days, eves, weekends. Team training opportunities. Teachers
YOUR PERSONALITY
Experience a plus. No experi- environment. Benefits avail. FAX require minimum 6 units in ECE,
determines your happiness.
ence? We will train you. Year- resume to 408-260-7366. Email Educ, Rec, Psych, Soc, Phys Know why? Call
1-800-293-6463
round swim lessons in brand kidspark kidspark-centers.com Ed &dor other related fields For
for your free personality test
new indoor teaching facility. or call for interview 408-260-7929. more information & locations:
AM, PM & Saturday positions
YMCA Job Hotline 408-869-1010
available. Comphmentary athletic ACTION DAY NURSERIES / Fax your resume to 406-351-6477
club membership is included. PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant, Email: YMCAjo b@scvynca.org
Apply at AVAC Swim School, Toddler & Preschool Teachers
AODR.COM
5400 Camden Ave. SJ 95124. & Aides. F/T & P/T positions
Leading Web Hosting and Web
Call today!!! (408) 445-4918. available. Substitute positions
Design Company
are also available that offer
Now Interviewing!!!
Immediate Account Activation
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
flexible hours. ECE units are
Packages start at $7.95/mo.
to get $SPAIDS$ to lose up
SUMMER CAMP Counselors required for Teacher positions
Sales@ addr.com
Directors Southwest YMCA but not req. for Aide positions. to 30 lbs in the next 30 days
Natural. Guaranteed.
in Saratoga is hiring for the Excellent opportunity for Child
Call (408) 793-5256.
summer. Excellent benefits, call Development majors Please
408-608-6833.
call Cathy for an interview at
LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
408-244-1968 or fax resume to
Lowest Down Payment
408-248-7350.
Easy Payment Plan
IN PAIN? FREE 1 HR MASSAGE
Good Student Discount
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Car Accident, Work Injury
International
Driver Welcomed
Preschool and School Age
Chiropractic Health Care
No Driver Refused
Teachers and Aides. PT & FT Ask Nicole Ha (408) 821-5363
for
Free
Quotes
Call
TUTOR ENGUSH ON CAMPUS with excellent benefits Flexible
408-272-0312
$10/hour. 8-10 hrs/wk. Provide & fun environment’ Please call PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
pnninsuraaol.com
tutorial services for ASPIRE Tina @ 370-1877 x 29.
Call BIRTHRIGHT
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
students. on Wed. and Thurs.
408-241-8444 or 800-550-4900
evenings, approx. 5-9pm in a WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
FREE / CONFIDENTIAL
AND
multi-cultural environment. Must
LOVE CHILDREN??
be WORK STUDY eligible. Must
TOP PAY!
have GPA above 3.0 in Engtish.
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS
Apply at the ASPIRE office, Immediate perm/temp positions
Live in luxury & walk to school!
Student Services Ctr, 10th St. as Teachers or Assistants at
PROFESSIONAL
We offer a pool. spa, sauna, full
Programs
ECE
&
After
School
WORD PROCESSING
Garage 924-2540
gym, onsite management. all
(408) 287-3222
Theses. Term Papers,
appliances included, central A/C
NEED TUTOR, BIG SISTER
Group Projects, etc.
Stop by today for a tour
for 16 yr old daughter. Wants to SANTA CRUZ aTY RESIDENTS!
All formats, including APA.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
team Thai language, also prac- PART.TIME POSITION GAIN
Experienced. Dependable.
THE COLONNADE
II
tice tennis after school. Call Jeff EXPERIENCE IN YOUR FIELD,
Quick Return.
201 So 4th St 408-279-3639
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.
428-6812 (days) 839-3457 (cell) Looking for enthusiastic individual who loves children Be part
BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work of team with one other tutor/
w/ children w/ autism. competi- classroom aide and use estabtive pay, flex hrs Psy, Ed, OT, lished program teaching lanSp Ed. Child Dev & related fields. guage and social skills, based
Anjlee 408-945-2336. mention ad on Princeton Univ. research.
Stusdent is an 8 yr old boy with
PDD diagnosis. He is fully main
streamed in 2nd grade class
He is a happy, social child
Schedule is flexible & amounts
to 15-20 hours/week. For more
CHILD CARE- Earn extra SS information, please contact via
working a special event on
e-mail or phone Competitive
March 22-24. 2001 Temp
salary Accrue paid vacation.
ACROSS
SWIM TEACHERS - Now hiring Flex hrs. $10.00/hr. Exp/ref req. Kathy and Jim 831-336-8848
PREviOuS PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Gymnast Korbul
warm. cahng teachers for year1-800-942-9947
or drusy525@scruznet. com
maid
5
round swimming lessons in our
brand-new, state-of-the-art indoor CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS is 10 Pats
G R I N
salLiAlS,Sis T A v
facility. Experience a plus No Established Los Gatos agency hinng P/T Teachers & Assistants. 14 Droop
N 0 S.E
Y 0 G A
RIU.S.T.Y
expenence? We will train you. seeks warm, caring students 2-6pm, M -F. and a F/T Director 15 Dodge adroitly
A B A .S
N 0 0 K
A B.E.A.M
for part and full time
Choose your hours as few as 4
DIRECTOR F/T: 15 ECE units 16 Harm
PREYS
Y’EAR.B.00K
nanny positions.
or as many as 40 hours/week
with four years of experience or 17 Radiate
A
I
L
S
LOAD
tightly
We list only the best jobs!
Morning, afternoon. evening &
BA in Child Development with 18 Jam in
LANTERNS
19 Pepsi rival
Hours flexible around school one year of experience
1,T.S.ELF
Saturday positions available
from 15 hrs / wk
D I ON
Apply at Almaden Valley Athletic
TEACHER P/T: 6 9 ECE units. 20 Argues
SCOLD
Soo T
$14-$18/HR
ASSISTANTS P/T: No expen- 22 Pushed aside
Club. 5400 Camden Ave . SJ P 0 E
I C E
Ajzl.N
STANFORD PARK NANNIES ence necessary, Soc.. Rec.. or 24 Cow’s "second
(408) 445-4913
R.E.N E
C.L ,A S P
AiS, I .S
course’
408-395-3043
Psych. units OK
N E R
L,O.A
L
ICT.A.1
0
C
C
LIFEGUARDS 8 SWIM
www spnannies com
Please call Maria Hernandez 25 Gloomy
D.A.R T
Y.0 D A
26 Correct
Instructors Needed.
at 408-379-3200 x 21.
K A N G A.R.0.0
TOWN 8 COUNTRY Resources
H.E.L.L. 0
29 Pale
We will train
is a nanny placement agency DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 32 Dog -owner’s
Call YMCA
370-1877x18
P.E.E.L I A.T.OM S
A.L.A. I
purchase
looking for students who want to school seeks responsible indiN.A S A.L
E.L.L.E
1_,I,O,N
UFEGUARDS / Swim Instructors be a nanny. We have many viduals for extended daycare. 36 Succulent
ST ENO
AMPS
ElAiSIE
plant
No experience necessary Will types of positions available P/T in the afternoon No ECE
train Flexible hours FT/PT Part-time & full-time afternoon units required. Previous expen. 37 Boat cranes
0 2000 United Feature SynOlcate
Fun work environment Close to positions. $15-$20/hour .2-3 full ence with children preferred 39 Nay rank
33 Felt bad
DOWN
SJSU (408) 298-1717 x 34
40 Those who
days per week: $300 - $600/ Please call 244-1968 X 16
34 Jinx
"flock together"
1 Was obligated
week *Parttime mornings: $1535 Bronco, e.g
DO YOU LOVE SPORTS? Do $20/hr Fullhme off by 5 pm *TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS. 43 Sack
to
37 Female rabbit
you love kids? Do fun & athletic Up to 53500/month Part-tirne P/T Instructors Elem Schools 44 Women’s
fruit
2 Bar
38 Casual top
stuff with 6 year old Los Gatos & full-time summer positions Degree/Credental NOT Required
clothing size
3 Smooth -talking
41 Cheerleader’s
boy 10-15 flex hours per week South Bay Peninsula. & East Bay Opportunity for teaching exp 45 Electric fish
4 Joined
teal
Excellent salary Fax resume
5 Creed like a
Need Car VM (408) 287-4170 46 Perfect
NO FEE TO REGISTERIII
42 Where to drink
356-9551 or phone 888-5449
kitten
48 Tncky
Call Town & Country Resources ext 408 EOE/AAE
Earl Grey
6 Nights before
49 Dipper
1-8138-772-3999 www tandcr com
47 Solution
holidays
50 Pen point
Hunting dog.
49
was
7
Young
boy
52 "Thal
for short
8 Penmeter
delicious,
Water softener
51
9 Staggers
53 Continuous
52 Ton’s dad
10 Crack. as a
57 Train end
FoR NATioNA I / AGENCY RATES CALI.
53
Precious
be
spy’s message
61 Take
ointment
11 Confess
recognized
54 Stage award
12 Two-wheeler
62 Whirlybird
55 Alaskan city
13 Winter vehicle
blade
21 Famed pharaoh 56 Ski gear
64 Armbone
57 "It’s Impossible"
23 Light wood
65 Frost
crooner
26 Temple head
66 "Remember
58 Designer
the --I"
27 Homeric epic
Cassini
28 Canyon
67 Char
59 Obstacle
29 Blows gently
68 Caribou or elk
60 A I -- attentive
69 Inert gas
30 Be of use to
63 Neutral color
31 Super
70 Scramble them’

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Now

SERVICES

WANTED

INSURANCE

HEALTH / BEAUTY

EMPLOYMENT
Tutors

HOUSING

WORD PROCESSING

Daily Crossword

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/nannies

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Five
Four
Three
Two
One
Days Days
Days
Days
Day
$11
$13
$9
$7
3 lines
$5
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day

Please check
one classification:

Name
Address

Rental Housing
_Lost and Found’
Shared Housing
_Announcements
Real Estate
_Campus Clubs
Prone
&MIMS
Greek Messages
to (No Credit Cards Accepted)
order
money
Of
check
Send
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS’
Health/Beauty
Events
Spartan Daily Classifieds
20 consecutive issues receive 10% off
Sports/Thnes
_Volunteers
40 . consecutive issues receive 20. oH
San Jose State University
_Insurance
_For Sale
50 consecutive issues receive 25’. oft
San Jose. CA 95192-0149
Entertainment
_Autos For Sale
Local rotes apply to Santa Clare County advertisers
III Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall, Room 209
Travel
_Electronics
and SJSU students. staff & faculty
? Deadline 10-00 a m two weekdays before publication
_Tutonng
_Wanted
MI All ads are prepaid. MI No refunds on canceled ads
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Word Processing
_Employment
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad ? Rates for consecutive publication dates only.
Opportunities
charge of $3 per word
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
businesses.
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
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CHOIR: Festival hopes to draw singing students to San Jose State University from junior colleges and high schools
continued from

Page I

High School choir were David and
Grace Stone of Cedar City, Utah.
They came to San Jose to see
their granddaughter, Lisa Boardman, sing.
Boardman, a junior at Skyline
High School, said each member of
the choir had to raise $600 for the
trip through fund-raisers and
money from them own pockets.
The money and the effort in raising the money were worth it, she
said.
"I had a lot of fun," Boardman
said. "I gained on a new perspective
on how to sing."
The Choraliers closed the afternoon session with a performance
and the Concert Choir closed the
evening session.
The afternoon session featured
performances by five high schools
including Skyline. The evening session was a mix of high school and

junior college choirs.
The 11 visiting choirs at the festival, as well as the choir singers
from SJSU, were able to receive suggestions from Billy Hatcher.
Hatcher, a former president of
the American Choir Directors Association, hosted a workshop on choir
rehearsal before the afternoon performances.
"I wanted to share my experience
with them," Hatcher said. "It’s
important to communicate in a
rehearsal and to make it quality
time."
The festival served as a showcase
not only for the voice groups on campus, but also for the music program
at SJSU, said Elena Sharkova,
director of the SJSU Concert Choir.
More than 600 students from
seven high schools and four junior
colleges choirs made up the 11 visiting choirs. Recruiting them to
attend SJSU is a part of the activities, Sharkova said.

"They come here first to introduce their art to other high schools,"
Sharkova said. "To show how they
sound and hear a college choir. Also
it’s a chance for the university to
have high school children become
interested in San Jose State."
Choralier Erin Osborne said she
came to the festival while she was
attending Mission San Jose High
School in Fremont.
The sophomore advertising
major said she was inspired by the
Choraliers’ performance and decided to come to SJSU.
"I saw how wonderful they were,"
she said. "There’s no better place to
go."
For members of the voice groups
on campus, performing in front of
other choirs and seeing them perform was satisfying.
"It was a great experience to
watch them," Choralier Meagan Pitcairn said. "It’s nice to share music
like that."

Chad Pi!stet Daily Staff
Gunn High School’s choir, directed by Bill Liberatore, performs at San Jose State University’s
31st annual Invitational Festival on Friday in the Music building. William B. Hatcher was the adjudicator for the 13 choirs and Choraliers that performed.
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WORLD: Conference event emphasizes communication, culture in music
With all the feedback Rabe
received, she said she plans on
interested in hearing venturing out and getting addiother students’ papers.
tional input on her work.
She said she noticed that a
Steve Coleman, a professional
majority of students, including musician and the event’s main
herself, focused on the study of attraction, conducted his workshop
popular music.
about the universal language of
Rabe, an ethnomusicology grad- music.
uate student at UCLA, presented
"Our communication is in
her paper on "Understanding sound," Coleman said.
Appropriation
Through
the
The saxophone player, composer
Hermeneutical Arc: The Case of and producer said he has difficulty
Jamaican Ska and American explaining his music in words,
Rhythm and Blues."
partly because he doesn’t like cate"I think having people contest gorizing his music.
what you say is a good thing," Rabe
"It’s music ... mostly from the
said. "It makes you more aware of African American tradition," Colewhere people stand."
man said. "The only way to learn is
Rabe said the word "appropria- by doing it."
tion" brought up a lot of discussion
"Oral teaching takes a while,
during the presentation of her but you get it in a very internalized
report.
way," he said.
"Appropriation has all sorts of
Accompanied by some of his
different definitions. It has a nega- bandmates, Sandy Perez (congas)
tive connotation to a lot of schol- and Anthony Tidd (bass), Coleman
ars," she said.
tried to teach claves, or rhythmic
Rabe said she was still at the pre- patterns, and calls, or beat patliminary stage of writing her report terns, by singing nonsense syllaand was amazed at how a word can bles.
have so many interpretations.
Others might not understand,
continued from Page I

always been

but to him there was meaning.
"After a certain point, you know
when something feels right....
What feels good is right," Coleman
said.
He emphasized that learning
takes a lot of practice, and one
needs to listen carefully to other
perspectives.
"’You just have to find the right
relationship to the call," he said.
"You constantly have to be listening to where calls drop find
where it’s hip."
The Korean Youth Cultural
Center ended the conference with
the audience dancing to the same
beat with their drumming performance.
Donna Kwon, a member of the
Oakland-based drumming group
that originated in 1986, said they
were one of the first formalized
groups in the United States that
started in 1986.
"Drumming is one aspect,"
Kwon said. The other is "Chuimsae," which are shouts of encouragement.
"We believe shouting is important. We connect those sounds

together," Kwon said.
Hojung Choi, another member
of the group, taught the audience
two shouts: "Ulrsheegoo," which
isn’t a real word, but a sound made
for encouragement, and "chota,"
which means "nice."
The five -member group performed the "Samulnori," a sittingdown drum performance, and the
"P’ungmul," parade-style drumming demonstrations.
The group played the "swe," a
small gong; the "buk," a barrel
drum; the "ching," a big gong; and
the "changgo," an hourglass drum.
The audience participated in
the "P’ungmul" under the group’s
instruction of the dance and drum
routine, and paraded through the
stage and aisles of the auditorium.
Ann Kwon, president of Korean
Youth Cultural Center, said
"P’ungmul" used to be a part of
everyday life for the average Korean, but it changed into a paradestyle performance.
"I wanted to teach the participative nature of our music," Kwon
said. "Our music is ihr the whole
community."

(408) 616-7700
CENTURY
GRAPHICS

"I discovered
Century Graphics for
Custom Printed T-shirts. They’re
Fast. Hass and Affordable! AD Their
gss
Prices Include Screen Set-Ups and
mettercerd
one Hour of Artwork! I loved my
shirts so much, I told all my friends! - embroidery "I’

GMAT
STRATEGY COURSE
Unique Strategies

$450
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Davis to announce first round of long-term contracts
SACRAMENTO, Calif (AP)
Gov. Gray Davis will announce Monday that the state has secured a first
round of long-term electricity contracts, a spokesman said.
Davis ha.s pitched such contracts
as one way to lift California out of its
protracted energy crisis. Negotiations have taken longer than expected, however, as the government and
power providers haggled over how
much the state should pay.
The Davis administration wants
to stop paying for power on the
expensive spot market, where desperation to keep the lights on leads
to inflated prices. On Friday, the
state released another $500 million
to continue malting such purcha.ses
in behalf of the state’s two big cash-

strapped utilities.
Davis will make the announcement in Los Angeles at noon,
spokesman Steve Maviglio said. He
released few details.

The state is buying about onethird of the power used by the customers of Southern California Edison and Pacific Gas and Electric,
both of which have been denied

Chinese Cuisine
FOOD TO GO
Mandann
Lund, and
Ion Ikt,R

hrt,

Box Lund, to Go

IMMO

Screen Printing Design
155 Commercial St ,
Sunn
le. CA 94086
rts corn www cgshots corn
fax l4081 616-171=

ruBLic

credit by suppliers who fear the
financially troubled utilities won’t
pay for the power.
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Jones&Mitchell

Catering Available
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We areept:

VISA MC AMEX DIS

Inn (NI) Q’a
294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
Betsveen 3rd and 4th Street

Get Better Grades and Have More Energyj_
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Chiropractic is life -enhancing healthcare
that helps you achieve your best!
We have been serving the SJSU community for over 15 years
Special student pricing available Were located on the Paseo Villa
across from the Post Office between 3rd and 4th Streets Mention
this ad and receive a complimentary consultation and evaluation
Drop in or call for an appointment Three doctors to serve you

Family
Lif e
Chiropractic
115 Paseo be San Antonio
(408 ) 298 - 8092
Serving

the

5J5U

Community

f or

1 5

years

$2500-$5000
Scholarships
Now seeking scholarship applicants for the

Robert and Ellen Baron
Student Leadership Award
Open to:
Undergiaduatt: students with at least 50 1.1111IS completed as ot January’ _II, 2001

and Graduate students.

Requirements:
Completion of the SJSU General Scholarships Application
3.0 GPA and above
Leadership Essay ahout your service to SJSI T and/or your community
San Jose State

PROMOTION
ONLY AT

SpartanBookstore
A Division of Spartan Shops
San Jose State Unversity
spartanshops com

A FRESH PROGRAM OF MENS & WOMENS
TEES & CAPS FEATURING SURF -TECH
GRAPHICS I3Y JONES & MITCHELL

3/05 - 3/31
SIGN UP TO VVIN A

uNiv-Tasirv

Applications are available on-line at: httplischolarships.sisu.edu
Deadline for submission of applications is Wednesday, March 15, 2001.
An interview may be required at a later date.
Call Maureen Evans at (408) 924-6095 for more information

HAINAKIAT:
ics
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